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A AC E ects
Lockwood C lairman

President Lockwood has been
elected Chairman
of
the
Association of American Colleges.
The AAC is the major spokesman
for private and public colleges and
universities of the liberal arts and
sciences, dealing with substantive
issues in higher education. There
are about 800 member institutions
in the United States and Canada.
In addition to expanding the
programs of AAC, Mr. Lockwood
will spend time in Washington
leading negotiations for the
establishment of a new educational
organization,
the
National
Association of Independent
Colleges and Universities. NAICU
will act as a lobbying group on
Capitol Hill for private education.
Mr. Lockwood has been a
director of the Association of i
American Colleges since 1973. His

election as chairman took place at
the annual meeting of the
association in Philadelphia
February 8-10. Paul F. Sharp,
President of the University of
Oklahoma, was elected vicechairman.
In remarks delivered after his
election, President Lockwood said:
Effective representation of the
independent sector at both the
state and federal level requires, if
it is to be constructive, immediate
action. But beyond that pressing
problem lies the future of. liberal
learning.
In sustaining and improving the
public interest in the liberal arts
and sciences, the AAC, and its
institutions and possible affiliates,
face both a practical and
philosophical challenge, We know
the pull of narrow vocationalism in

times such as these; we all
remember how easily antiintellectualism can sap the best
efforts of higher education; and
charges of dilettantism have again
arisen to harass liberal learning.
The pragmatic
challenge
requires a concerted effort of this
organization . . . But above all we
must never relent in setting forth
the contribution of the liberal arts
and sciences, for through their
study alone can we achieve the
breadth of understanding and
moral sensitivity that allow for the
proper use of the knowledge we
convey . . .
Nothing can displace education's
obligation to present as perceptively as possible the
relationship of all we learn and all
we do to the problem of human
existence.

Follett's Check Cashing Policy Probed
by Howard Sherman
In the past weeks, students have
lodged a variety of complaints
about the operation of the Trinity
Follet bookstore, with the majority
of protestations centering around
check cashing policy.
An apparent shortage of funds
and reduced cashing hours have
been the primary problems.
Addressing this particular
situation, Chris Miller, bookstore
manager, said, "The bookstore is
not a bank and since we must work
off of a budget, we run out ;of
money." Miller added that according to Follet Corporation
policy, the bookstore is required to
keep a predetermined chock

cashing balance in its store vault. crisis. However, one student
The actual amount is decided upon employe suggested the possibility
by the Follet Corporation on the of opening a branch office of the
basis of yearly sales volume. Connecticut Bank- and Trust
Consequently, the bookstore is not Company (CBT) on the Trinity
permitted to exceed this sum.
campus. As the student pointed
On the issue of curtailed cashing out, "A bank would take a lot of
hours, Miller stated that the major pressure off the bookstore and
reason for changing the check provide a needed student service."
Responding to the question of a
cashing period from 5:00 to 3:00
p.m. (Monday thru Thursday} was bank's plausibility, Rebort Avery,
to "give more time for processing Vice President of CBT, said that a
and stamping checks." Miller said, detailed survey of potential
"If the bookstore cashed checks business and savings accounts
until 5:00 p.m., we wouldn't be able would have to prove promising
before his. organization would
to go home till 7:00 p.m."
Miller was unsure about consider opening a branch on the
potential remedies for the cash Trinity campus. Avery added that

$100 Down. . .

Another bookstore procedure to
recently come under question is
the process of ordering and pricing
textbooks. Students have shown
disapproval over "exhorbitant"
prices. Jim Essey, '78, complained
of purchasing a book for $21.00 that
changes" decision was made by he later discovered was available
Tilles and the College Affairs directly from the publisher for
$8.50. The book, La France ConCommittee.
Dean Tilles and her office are temporaine, had been purchased
prepared to deal with special by the bookstore from France
cases, however. The deposit will be instead of from the New York
waived for financial aid students if based McMillan Publishing
a need is proven. A list of students Company. As a result, the
will be forwarded to John Taylor, bookstore was forced to charge
director of financial aid, who will $21.00 to cover the cost of shipping
identify the legitimacy of their and handling. Commenting on this
need. However, if the student situation, Essay said, "I am
backs out of the housing curious as to whaf their (Follet)
agreement, he will forfeit the $100 • profit margin is. It seems to me
out of his financial aid packet for that they are taking a great deal of
advantage of the student body."
next year, Tilles said.
Those students who havefapplied
Miller responded to this ac :
through Dean Winslow to a cusation
by stating that in purprogram of off-campus study and chasing this
book from France, he
have not yet been accepted to their was following
the request of the
program will pay the $100, sign course professor.
to
their contracts, and upon ac- Miller, the professor According
that the
ceptance will be released from the book be ordered fromasked
a particular
contract. The $100 will then be French publishing house.
Miller
refunded or applied to future added that neither the professor
resident status if they so wish.
nor Trinity Follet knew that the
Students who have applied to book could be purchased in the
transfer and have not yet been United States. "Had we known
notified of their acceptance should this," said Miller, "we would have
speak to Dean Tilles or Ralph bought the book directly from
Maddry, the Registrar, and they McMillan and sold it for $8.50.
will work out each individual case, Evaluating this explanation, Essey
Tilles said.
said, "It seems to me, it is the
Student opinion on the new obligation of the bookstore to find
required deposit was generally the cheapest source possible."
favorable. Most interviewed felt it
Would make the lottery system
In an effort to discover any
more equitable. Steve Kayman, pricing abuses, a spot survey was
SGA President, said he felt the done on several bookstore texts.
deposit would reduce the amount of After matching bookstore prices
cheating that goes on in the lottery with publishing house list prices, it
system and make the housing was determined that none of these
selection more fair for everyone. books had been overpriced. The
Jim Essey, who had criticized the bookstore prices were those
April decision date earlier, ap- suggested by the book's publisher.
proved the idea after realizing the It was also discovered that on most
provisions made for individual of the books examined, the
circumstances.
bookstore received the standard

Students Face Dorm Fee
by Nancy Nies
No room changes may be made
"We hope to make the whole between the Housing Selection
lottery system more fair and un- Process on April 19th and 20th and
manipulative," said Elinor Tilles, the beginning of Christmas term on
assistant dean for college August 31st. The fee and the new
residences, commenting on the "no-room-change" policy are
new, non-refundable one hundred "designed to encourage students to
dollar dormitory fee announced in make a decision about next year's
last week's Tripod.
housing so that rooms not being
The fee will be required to be used can be given to others seeking
submitted with a signed housing places," Tilles said.
contract on April 6, 1976 between
The decision to require the
9:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. in the deposit was made by the College's
Washington Room. The fee will be Vice-President, Treasurer, and
credited to the fall housing bill.
Business Office and the "no
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upon CBT approval, the matter
would then require the consideration and approval of the
State Banking Authority. He also '.
stated that although these branch
studies are usually undertaken on
CBT's own initiative, colleges and
shopping center developers have
requested these preliminary
studies in the past. At present, the
University of Hartford and
Wesley an University have branches of CBT on their campuses.
However, Avery said that the close
proximity of the CBT New Britain
Ave. branch could present a
problem to Trinity's hopes for a
campus bank.

20% publisher's discount. Hence,
the bookstore profit on those books
examined did not exceed standard
wholesale guidelines.
In a related topic, Jean Presutti,
bookstore bookkeeper, had some
suggestions on ways of reducing
delays in textbook deFivery,
Presutti blamed a substantial
portion of the late book deliveries
on the failure of professors to hand
in their book order forms on time,
Presutti stated, "Weset a date for
handing in book lists but only 20%
of the orders are handed in on
time." This late filing problem and
unforeseeable shipping delays
result in thefrequenl late arrival of
bookstore texts, said Presutti. She
concluded that if more professors
followed the bookstore's ordering
schedule, the late arrival of books
could be lessened.
Check cashing, pricing and
delivery problems' have not been
the only source of student dismay.
Student-Bookstore relations have
been substantially strained as a
result of recent layoffs. One major
student grievance concerned the
timing of the layoffs. As one former employe put it, "We were kept
on until book tush was over and
then letgo when we weren't needed
as much.'' Consequently, this and
other laid off students said they
had a hard time finding new jobs
on such short notice.
Another major1 contributor to
student displeasure, was the issue
of seniority. As the same student
mentioned, "The layoffs were for
economic reasons so they were
justified but people working only
two weeks were kept on while those
who had been working for up to two
years were let go." Other former
employes, agreed, stating that
there seemed to be a certain
amount of favoritism in the layoff
process. One present employe also
stated, "It seems to be a question
of corporate profit motive versus
the students' interests."
In an attempt to justify the
student layoffs, manager Chris
Miller stated that a company
directive to cut payroll was the
prime impetus for the student
dismissals. But Miller stressed
that "layed off does not mean
fired," and that those students let
go would have first priority in
rehiring. Miller also pointed out
that seniority did not play a role in
his decision but he instead used
flexibility of scheduling as his
main criterion. He said that he
chose students whose schedules
were flexible enough to allow long
blocks of working hours as opposed
to two or three hours per day.
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Mather Bowling:
Ready and Rolling
by Alison Stoddard
After extensive cleaning and
reorganizing, the bowling alleys
are now running smoothly, according to David Lee, associate
dean for student services.
Since the reopening of the alleys
on February 4, Lee feels that
student response has been good.
Although activity slowed down
somewhat due to Open Period, in
general, according to Lee, "It's
been hard to get a lane."
The alleys are open Monday
through Friday, from 6:30 p.m. to
12 midnight, and Saturday and
Sunday from 2 p.m. to midnight.
The hours of operation have been
reduced from previous years in
order to keep financial losses to a
minimum.
According to Lee, "The object of
the bowling alleys is not to make

money, but to provide entertainment." Unless there is a
considerable drop in the usage of
the alleys, Lee.sees no cause for
financial concern.
The future of the bowling alleys,
according to lee, is still uncertain.
The plans for the Rathskellar are
still in the formative stage and
must be approved by the Trustees
of Trinity College. If the
Rathskellar passes, this will be the
last semester that bowling will be
possible at Trinity. However, if
there is to be no Rathskellar, Lee
expects that the alleys will remain
open.
The Trinity College Athletic
Department will be running a
Bowling Tournament. Teams will
consist of four persons, and one
alternate. The entry fee will be
$1.50 per person and persons
participating in the Tournament

will bowl at half price throughout
the Tournament (25 cents a game
and free shoes).
Prizes are to be in the form of
trophies, awarded to the four
persons placing first, the four
placing second, the person who
bowled the highest game
throughout the Tournament, and
the person who bowled the highest
three games throughout the
Tournament.
Persons wishing to enter th»
Tournament should submit their
entry form and fee to Peter Biclak,
box 673. As this may be the last
semester of bowling at Trinity,
Bielak, tournament director,
emphasized that he would like to
see as many people involved in the
Tournament as possible Tho
closing date for entering thi
Tournament
is
Thursday,
February 26.

r

Cinestudio To See
Tighter Security
Individualized Degree
Program Appoints
New Directors
Two senior appointments have
been announced for the innovative
Individualized Degree Program
(IDP) at Trinity College. Dr, Alan
Marvin Fink has been named
director of the program and Mrs.
Louise H. Fisher has been appointed assistant director of IDP.
In Trinity's unusual approach to
continuing education, students are
not required to attend any courses.
Instead, degree requirements are
met by satisfactory completion of
examinations and projects in a
certain number of study units.
Students work closely with faculty
advisors. Depending on their individual circumstances, students
may complete the degree program
in fewer than four or as many as
seven or eight years. Students may
register at any time. The program
is open to non-resident students as
.well as resident students. Ages of
students now in the program range
from 20 to 53 years.
(

He is the co-author of articles
appearing in the Journal of Experimental Psychology and
Educational and Psychological
Measurement,
Mrs. Fisher, who returned to
Trinity after marriage and raising
a family, received a B.A. in 1973. In
earlier years she had studied at
- Smith and • Hartford College for
Women. Since 1973 she has been
serving as assistant to the director
of admissions for the IDP
program, responsible primarily
for admissions, counselling and
recruitment. Active in civic affairs
in Granby, Mrs. Fisher is cofounder of Hartford College's Adult
Student Association.

Dr. Fink is assistant professor of
psychology at Trinity. He attended
Bowdqin College and received a
Ph.D. from the Institute of Child
Development at the University of
Minnesota in 1972. Before coming
to Trinity, Dr. Fink was an instructor at the University of
Minnesota and did clinical work in
Minneapolis area hospitals and
clinics.
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College Starts
French Dorm

by Nancy Nies
A French language- dormitory
will be created for the academic
year, 1976-77, Elinor Tilles,
assistant dean for college
residences announced in a recent
interview.
The dorm, housing sixteen
students, will be located in a
section of the second floor of
Jackson. Dr. Michael Pretina,
professor of French, will reside in
the R.A. apartment as a resident
faculty advisor.
"The purpose of the dormitory
will be to create an active French
cultural and educational experience," Tilles said. "Emphasis
will be on the requirement of the
students to spegk French while in
residence," she added.
"Students will be selected for
their willingness and enthusiasm
for active participation in the
activities of the dorm as well as for
their ability to speak French,"
Tilles said. "French majors and
those students with a fairly high

level of spoken French are encouraged to apply," she said. "
Professor Sonia Lee of the
French Department will interview
and select the candidates. All interested students should contact
Professor Lee at her office,
Seabury 42G or P.O. Box #1355 as
soon as possible to receive application materials and to set up an
interviewSelection of residents for the
French dormitory will be completed by Friday, April 2. Students
selected as residents must submit
signed housing agreements plus
the dormitory deposit fee on April
6th, but need not go through the
-Housing- Selection process, Tilles
said.
When these students re-enter the
lottery system for the year after
next, they will use, as their last
campus address, the dormitory in
which they resided prior to living
in the French language dorm, she
adL

by Merrill O'Brien
To prevent future stabbings and
similar incidents, the Cinestudio is
looking for a graduate student of
Trinity alumnus to police
restrooms on weekend evenings,
Cinestudio Manager Mary Nelson
said.
Several people have expressed
concern about the stabbing which
took place in the Cinestudio men's
bathroom on Sat., Feb. 7. Nelson
met with Director of Campus
Security Alfred Garofolo, VicePresident of the College Tom
Smith, and Dean Ronald Spencer
to decide what measures would be
taken.
At the meeting, they agreed to
abandon the Cinestudio's past

policy for weekends. This policy
had been the employment of undergraduates who worked as
guards in return for free passes to
films.
The Cinestudio cannot afford to
hire its own security guard, explained Nelson, and Campus
Security cannot spare a man on
weekend nights.
The participants at the meeting
adopted a proposal to hire a postgraduate student or Trinity
alumnus who will be trained by
Campus Security.
The Cinestudio is still searching
for someone to fill the position.

Taylor Named
Financial Aid
Director
HARTFORD, Conn -John
Taylor has been named director of
financial aid at Trinity College He
will administer all scholarships,
student loans and college workstudy and campus job programs
In addition, Taylor will coor
dinate Federal and State, private
and endowed scholarships and loan
programs.
Taylor, a Hartford native,
graduated from Bulkeley High
School with high honors and was
elected president of the junior
class. In 1970 he graduated curn
laude from Amherst College and
received his MA from the
University of Massachusetts in
1972. At Amherst he was awardec,
the Gernung Writing Prize and the
Amherst Fellowship.
A former teaching assistant at •
the University of Massachusetts,
Taylor has served as assistant
director and director of financial
aid at Hampshire College since
1971.

Harris Shoots For Third In New Hampshire
by Steve Usdin
and Steve Titus
Six Trinity students spent part of
Open Period in New Hampshire
campaigning for Democratic
Presidential candidate Fred
Harris. Four of the students
worked in the regional office in
Rochester, canvassing largely
industrial areas composed of
working class voters. The other
two worked at'state headquarters
in Manchester. *
Students who were there for
most of the 10-day period were able
to see the marked progress of the
Harris campaign. The national
media has continually been
downplaying Harris' chances,
picking him to finish no better than
fourth. However, results of canvassing have convinced the Harris
staff that he should finish among
the top three.
The other two candidates who
should finish near the top are
Jimmy Carter and Morris Udall.
Udall has a particularly efficient
campaign organization which has
been working in New Hampshire
for the past 19 months. Carter, who
is picked by most political observers to win the primary, was

damaged in the final days of the
campaign by assertions of
dishonesty by his former
Lieutenant Governor.
Due to financial difficulties
which have resulted in his having
been outspent 4-to-l in the New
Hampshire media, Harris has had
to depend on reaching voters
through his dedicated and hardworking staff. His ability to address relevant economic issues in a
straight-forward and convincing
manner has been a major factor in
his increasing voter appeal. His
sincerity and consistency have
made him stand out from the other
candidates, some of whose fencestraddling on major issues has
confused many voters.
A third-place finish by Harris
would force the national press to
reappraise his candidacy and
would establish him as one of the
most viable candidates in the
Democratic Presidential race.
In a recent press statement by
Fred Harris, he called for price
controls on monopoly corporations
and Anti-Trust action. According
to Harris,
"Americans are paying billions
of dollars in inflated prices

because of monopoly power.
"The Republican response lo
inflation has been to raise interests
rates and unemployment. But
these policies have hurt average
families without touching the
fundamental
cause of "h
flation—lack of competition.
"While in 1975 food prices went
up for the third straight year, the
farmers' share of the food dollar
decreased— because of tne
monopoly power of food niiadlemen and processors, whose
profits increased in 1975 for tne
third straight year. Since 1973, as
demand for automobiles fell, cai
prices went up, not down.
"In 1^74, prices rose 23 per cem
in the monopoly and share
monopoly industries while staying
at the same levels in the competitive industries.
"We must have price controls OH
the
monopoly
'n°ub '
ries — automobiles, steer,
monopolistic food processors au>middlemen, and oil and «as <<
.' »
porations, for example. inlla
"We must get control oi Vr,
and bring down these prices. VH
can do so if we will e n d n o o
pricing in this country."
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Chico and
The Man

Housing Policy
In the name of "a fair and workable housing process," the
Office of College Residences has recently reinforced the
defective lottery system by making housing policy more rigid
than ever before.
Housing contracts must now be accompanied by a nonrefundable $100 dorm fee payable on April 6. The lottery
system has been computerized, instead of revamped, and the
quota on the number of rooms set aside for females has not
been relaxed.
At the same time, the Office has offered the student body
several "innovations" in dormitory living. Innovations?
Improvements? No. International Houses and French floors
have existed at other colleges and universities, across the
country for years.
What the student body has been offered is a limited alternative program to the present housing system, not a newimproved room selection process. Students are being handed a
package deal, a sorry compromise. We are being placated.
While a select number of students will enjoy the alternative
system, the majority of students will face the old lottery
system plus the non-refundable dorm fee. Student needs must
come before administrative ease. Improvement for the
majority must take top priority.

Love
Under
Censure
Professor
Fuka-Puka's
phUosphy course on "love" was
censured early last week by Dean
Sly's committee on unacademic
affairs, according to a faculty news
release.
The course's illicit material was
cited as the major reason for
the unprecedented censure.
Dean Sly said that he first
became suspicious about the
course when "over a 169 permission slips were filed during preregistration last semester." He
added, "my doubts were confirmed when I found three swaddling babes in baskets on my
doorstep over openperiod."
Sly also said that notes were
attached to the baskets. One of the
notes read "Please take care of the
results of my intellectual passions.
Don't blame Fuka-Puka. He's an
extra ordinary instructor."
Several students were brought
before the committee to testify
about the content of the course.
According to one student, "We had
to write a term paper on

Senate Bill One

by Mac Margolis
Under the pretext of reform,
with
the
catch-word
of
"codification", the US Congress
has prepared and revived a variety
of repressive laws judiciously
interspersed throughout an 800
page bill. Rather like a handful of
needles in aii enormous and
alluring haystack. Senate Bill One
combines some of the most
reactionary measures (Joe McCarthy would bf proutO with a
niuch heralded revision and
compilation of all the existing
federal justice legislation.
S-i is a curious bill; it reads like
a cross-section of political
philosophy. Indeed among the
sponsors and originators of S-l are
Birch Bayh (the darling of the
democratic quasi-left), Roman
Hruska (the man who took the lead

in trying to usher racism and —
George Harrold Carswell — into
the Supreme Court); the
moderate/liberal mediocrity John
McClellan; and John Mitchell,
former attorney general, current
convict.
Odd
bedfellows?
Remember S-l started off ^s one of
the most sweeping reforms in the
history of criminal justice
legislation. It is still seen as such
by many in Congress.
Some of the highlights of S-l:
•• The bill sanctions the use of
federal "agents provacateur" in
tracking
down
suspected
criminals. Thus, if a federal undercover agent sold you dope you
would be busted. It's the privilege
of being arrested and convicted for
crimes the government has
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thought up, planned, and committed. You are their vehicle.
* S-l curbs, to use a euphemism,
all kinds of political activities. In a
ressurection of the Smith Act — the
tool Joseph McCarthy used during
the purges of the 50's — this bill
prohibits advocacy (advise,
consent, approval) of the overthrow of the gov't presently, or "
'at some future date1." Thus if you
belonged to the US Communist
Party, you could be jailed.
* S-l has a measure prohibiting
actions by laborers that would do
"economic injury" to employers.
Therefore, nearly any type of
strike would be a federal offense.
There are many more goodies in
the S-l package. And like any
package with a shiny cover, and
many attractive things inside a few
unpalatable contents will often be
overlooked. This is exactly the
sentiment of many US representatives. One senator said that, yes
he felt the bill had many poor
measures, but that other parts of
the bill were progressive. There
are other senators who, if they
read the whole bill at all, will
certainly support the bill for their
favorite sections.
There are many opponents in
Congress of Senate Bill One. Indeed many of the original sponsors
have withdrawn their support for
the bill in its current form. There
are many representatives working
on substantial reforms of the bill.
To be sure, there will be debates,
amendments, and deletions,
concerning S-l. But Congress is
above all a place of moderation
and compromise. Sort of like a
reverse centrifuge, political and
moral issues tend inexorably to the
harmonious middle. There are
numerous examples. Refusing to
put an immediate end to the
murder and pillage in Vietnam, the
American congress voted in June,
1973 to subsidize bombing thru
August. Industries, like Procter
and Gamble, that make cancer
generating or polluting products,
are given a period of grace —
sometimes a matter of years — to
take their products off the market.
There should be a history of the
famous compromises of human life
and liberty Congress has
engineered.
,
It is time to recognize that the
American public cannot be
placated with diplomatic compromises; S-l cannot be reduced to
the lowest common denominator.
There are many organizations
currently fighting to stop Senate
Bill 1.

NANA Photo

"Love is the answer for Prof. Fuka-Puka (left with Bottle) as
he prepares for another class.
"Unrequited Love: Scourge of our
Generation."
Another student reported that
she was doing an independent
study on necrophilia but found
morticians unusually reluctant to
lend bodies to her for the subject.
And one student wrote a
research paper on the sexual
frustrations of senior males. Its
bibliography included Harold
Robbins, Marat Sade and several.
movies by Woody Allen.
Among the issues this student
dealt with in his paper were the
Humphrey Bogart syndrome and
its direct opposite, basic toolage.
He also attempted to define the
relationship between Dustin
Hoffman and Mrs. Robinson in
"The Graduate."
What most disturbed the Committee was what actually went on
in the classroom.

On several occasions, the handtouching sensitivity sessions
snowballed into ". . ." Here, the
student began blushing and
refused to make any further
comment about the maizola
parties.
It was also reported that
Professor Fuka-Puka had difficulty in maintaining class attention and was often unable to
define the terms of discussion.
The Committee also questioned
Fuka-Puka's wisdom in inviting
Masters and Johnson to come to
Trinity to give the class a speical
Bicentiennial lecture.
Professor Fuka-Puka is said to
be taking the censure lightly.
During an intimate interview with
Chico. he smiles and said, "Yes,
love is the answer, but while you're
waiting sex raises some interesting
questions,"

Letters
'Marines'

To the Editor:
In September, 1975, a group of
Trinity Students protested Marine
Recruitment on campus by sitting
in at the Career Counselors' Office.
In the ensuing uproar a large
number of students objected to this
form of protest though many
agreed that the premise of
protesting the Marines was
justifiable and that they would
have been interested if a different
form of protest had been used.
These students now have an opportunity to voice their protests in
the. manner they choose; the
Marines are returning to Trinity to
recruit on March 8. A meeting will
be held on Tuesday February 24 at
10 p.m. in Wean Lounge to discuss
a strategy for protesting the return
of the Marines and any student who
is interested is urged to attend and
voice their opinion. Please take
some action to back up all the
opinions you voiced in September.
Sincerely,
Steven Usdin

'Peanuts'

To the Editor:
In reference to an article by Rick
Hornung on George Wallace, I
would like to raise an objection.
Mr. Hornung mentions Jimmy
Carter, "with his peanut-eating
grin only to be matched by the size
of his brain . . . "
I find this description highly
objectionable. Though Mr. Carter
is a successful peanut farmer and
executive, he was also a nuclear
physicist. He attained his degree at
the Naval Academy, and did
graduate work on the subject. He
eventually worked under General
Rickover on the U.S.'s second
atomic submarine. He obviously
does not have the "mental capacity
evoked by Mr. Hornung's
description.
I respect Mr. Hornung's right to
express his.own judgements, but I
wish he would save his mudslinging for the bathroom walls.
J.Kassel'79

Poet's Corner

If s The. Flu

By C.P.Stewart
It's the flu.
It's the flu,
It's got me and you.
And hopefully soon,
Our Professors, too.

We tried like crazy
To set the quota,
But our friend Dean Spencer
Didn't care one iota.
The infirmary w.as packed
Many students would say.
Some had a fever
Or a test that day.
Yellow pills if chilled,
Blue pills if green, .
One more sneeze
And you'd practically scream.
If you really looked bad
It was off to_Dr. Izard.
A minor cough
And he'd cut out your gizzard.

The syrup he offered
Was slightly off-beat.
Just to take a tablespoon
Seemed a major feat.

Fortunately, for all concerned
, Along came Open Period.
The choices for vacationing
Were amazingly myriad.
Some breathed New York
Some went as far as New Britain.
One thing's for certain,
Germs are forbidden.
If any more bacteria
Enters our blood,
Our grade point averages
Are going to look like crud.
And now it's back to the books,
I hear typhoid's a threat.
If enough get it they'll close the
college.
How much do you want to bet?
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Will There Always Be This System
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Moving south into Connecticut, Inc., a Connecticut contractor, for
demolition
and
site
work
supwe come to the only one of these
by Jon Zonderman
posedly
done
on
the
fronton
site.
scandals
involving
politics
and
The saddest part of this story is
It was also alleged that John M.
that while Ellison was defeated in money, but no criminal charges.
his bid for reelection to a third Only an admonishment by a Bailey, a prominent Connecticut
term on the School Committee in Special Grand Jury that many attorney, had "represented"
November of 75, and is currently public figures in Connecticut had Friend or Connecticut Sports
under indictment, the lame duck better clean up their.act a bit, Enterprises, Inc. and had been
school committee, in one of their especially in the department of given money in connection with
helping to "obtain" the exemption
flood of "midnight" patronage Environmental Affairs.
appointrrrents, reinstated him to
In this affair, involving a (the amount of the alleged payoff
his teaching position at Boston proposed Jai Lai fronton in was $250,000.). Friend mentioned
Technical High School by voting to Bridgeport, it has been suggested -this payoff to numerous Grand
rescind the resignation he tendered that David Friend, a director of Jury witnesses.
In the conclusion to the Grand
four years earlier in order to take Connecticut Sports Enterprises
his seat on the Committee,
Inc. spread a lot of money around Jury report, it is stated that there
There are definite problems with to a lot of Connecticut public is no reason to believe that either
that move. One is that Federal figures in hopes of receiving Mr. Bailey or Brian Gaffney, the
Judge W. . Arthur Garrity has issuance of various permits, in- Republican State Committee
handed down, as part of his cluding an exemption from state chairman, had received any
desegregation order, a plan to hire anti-pollution statutes, with payments from Friend on behalf of
Connecticut Sports Enterprises
an appropriate amount of Black respect to the proposed fronton.
and Hispanic teachers. It appears
The idea of a Jai Lai fronton was Inc.
The Grand Jury concluded that
that Judge Garrity and Boston conceived of after the 1972 state
Corporation Council Herbert deficit prompted action to allow there is probable cause to believe
Gleason will insist that Ellison's various forms of gambling within that Friend is guilty of false
name be put in with the names of the state for the first time in pretenses in his applications for
loans and mortgages from various
other qualified white teachers. history.
Even if not for the desegregation
To support his applications for Connecticut banks.
order, it seems that this move loans and mortgages from various
The Grand Jury also cited the
would be circumventing the nor- Connecticut banks, Mr. Friend conduct of former Bridgeport
mal procedures for hiring submitted back dated and falsified Commissioner of Public Works
teachers. Simply put, the legality copies of bills and receipts of Paul Manafort,
as being
of this move is highly suspect.
payment from Manifort Brothers "shameful with (respect to) the

operations
of a Hpnartment
department not
not his
his
n nsnHniK nf
own...His claim of only being
helpful has a hollow ring when
measured against the fact that the
solvency of his own family corporations was at stake."
The
Grand
Jury
also
reprimanded Harvey White,
Sturgis Sobin, James F. Donnelly,
Quentin Hinton, and Frank
Manafort: The Grand Jury concluded its report by stating that it
is obvious that the Connecticut
Sports Enterprise Inc. obtained an
exemption from the indirect
sources of air pollution regulations
"by fraud."
Three sordid tales. Unfortunately, they are the rule
rather than the exception. A
pattern of corruption, hand in hand
with biannual or quadrarmual mud
throwing contests, is consistent
throughout the history of the
United States, and many, if not all
of the countries of the world that
hold free elections.
Unfortunately, people get very
upset when someone changes their
mind, especially if that someone is
a politician. If a politician is
wrong, he should continue to be
wrong and take the consequences
(i.e. those who stuck it out to the

end with

Vietnam). And if he
changed his mind and is now right,
well, he didn't change his mind
early enough.
The American political system is
a very queer way of doing
business. Some say we expect too
much from our politicians. Iu
matters of decision making
capabilities, and 100% "rightness"
this may be true. But I think that
it's not too much to ask of a man or
woman that when elected to public
office, he show a little bit of integrity with dealing with the public
funds and especially with thfe
public trust. That is where many
politicians fail. That is where the
people involved in these incidents
documented here failed. And that
is where people will continue to fail
until the United States finds an
effective way of dealing with such
breaches of the public faith.
The Americans don't need sex
scandals to make sure that there is
always an America. But as long as
there is, they need money scandals
to make sure that the political1 and
economic inequities prevalent in
the system today are maintained.

The Intelligence of a Trinity Education

by Abby Stenchia
Washington D.C. Feb. 20 — down and times will be tough for
"Seriously high" administration private colleges, A good way of
officials revealed that Trinity holding a reliable course is to
College was never part of a covert freeze the faculty size. This allows
intelligence plan. Leaking a series for teachers to fight amongst
of letters written by former Vice themselves, instead of against the
President Spiro Agnew, the of- administration. This is a very
ficials pointed out two references unifying device in that it forces the
to the "exquisitely mediocre" college to revolve around the
conditions at Trinity College. When reality of a powerless faculty.
questioned about" the meaning of Thus, any attempt by students to
these passages, an administration effect change can be dismissed as
spokesman refused to elaborate. unrealistic and without credence to
President Ford has talked to the existing limits of the college. This
former Vice President as well as was used at Whittier when Dick
Trinity's fearful leader Dr. Steady was there — and no matter how
Lockwink. The spokesman refused hard he tried, he couldn't get
to comment until the President had farther than second string halfcompleted his communication with back."
these two important figures of
Most of Agnew's comments were
public life.
in praise of the College's plan to
A reporter for the Pulitzer Prize give recruiters an open door. The
winning scandal sheet the Trinity former Vice President thought that
Tripod was able to obtain a copy of this was the easiest and wisest way
the letters. Though afraid of being for the college to continue its role
smothered in the beer left over as "exquisitely mediocre" infrom school fraternities, Charllon stitution. He could not wait for the
Globnik '77 did provide certain day that military recruiters
returned to the candy-coated walls
highlights of the documents.
In referring to the student unrest .of the long walk. According to his
of the late 60's and early 70's, letters, the Marine Corps, multiCorporaions,
the
Agnew was pleased that the Trinity national
Administration was able to keep Republican Party, and racism all
things "quiet and relaxing" by felt at home inside of Trinity's'
changing the categories of the walls. The documents stressed the
curriculum. The letter specifically warm gratitude of the Nixon Adcited the creation of ICS and U&E ministration and the warm feelings
as prime examples of making of Pat, Julie, and Tricia. The
changes that sound good, but do former President and his family
nothing to restructure the way in thanked Trinity for supporting the
pirates who put-the Nixons in the
which a college works.
Agnew connected Ihe subject of White House. Agnew wrote that:
superficial changes to the matter "The President realizes that
of possibly freezing the size of the everybody and everything has to
faculty. Predicting with astoun- ,have a home. In the light of the
nationalizations
of
ding accuracy, the former VP recent
wxate that: "the economy will slow American investments abroad,

Dick is comforted that American
colleges and universities have
extended a warm welcome to the
thieves who keep America going."
The letter went on about the
military: " . . . before the American
Revolution,
Great
Britain
demanded that Americans house
soldiers. As the bicentennial approaches, I think it is only fitting
that institutions of higher learning
lead our way backwards by letting
weary soldiers set foot and find
willing young men and women to
pick up the slack."
Several reporters have tried to
locate Dr. Lockwink for comment,
but his office claimed that he is in
Tierra Del Fuegoor the Institute of
Living. Officials at both locations

denied that Lockwink ever existed
let alone visited.
The Board of Trustees at Trinity
also could not be reached for
comment. The Publicity Office of
the College responded that the
Trustees have been Out to Lunch
since their meeting in the Spring of
1821.
The Dean of the Faculty was
approached, but he decided not to
comment because he was working
on his latest Tinkertoy project.
(The Dean is a noted engineer of
stationary structures.) Members
of the faculty wanted to comment,
yet they were unable to stop
fighting amongst themselves for a
new teaching position. The latest
report from the faculty meeting

shows that nothing has been accomplished in any department
except Philosophy, In that
department, the team from the
Boys Club won a quick one-fall
match from - the Voice of
Moderation, (t is rumored that the
Philosophy Department offered a
compromise by hiring someone
qualified to teach Thoughtlessness
both Eastern and Western.)
When asked to do anything, the
students were too busy escaping
from themselves as well as any
other form of reality.
The only comment'eame from
Major Farkin of the Marine Corps,
who said that he is "looking forward to recruiting at Trinity on
March 8."

Student Absolutism

by A..H. Walsh
The dormant state of student
governance at Trinity has caused
me to ruminate about the validity
of the present structure that
represents us' to the world. The
recent halving of the frequency of
SGA meetings, the sordid matter of
the conduct of the MHBOG, and the
wretched turnout, both of candidates and electors, at recent byelections have all contributed to
my conclusion that student
government at Trinity is useless.
However, I find that one additional
factor, more important than any
combination of other considerations, has led to my high
overwhelming dissatisfaction with
the SGA; it is boring.
The burden of democracy appears to be too great to be borne on
the shoulders of the student body.
Therefore, I have decided to

proffer my own modest proposal
for the reorganization of student
governance. I feel that an absolute
monarchy would admirably fill the
needs of our community 'neath the
elms.
Absolutism, it seems to me,
would remove from the unwilling
hands of the masses responsibility
for decision making and at the
same time put the student body in
an immeasurably superior position
when dealing with the faculty and
administration.
A monarchy would serve to
concentrate all student influence
and power into one sensitive and
powerful institution. At the same
time, despotism provides all the
ingredients that present governance lacks, the aura of power, the
shifting delicacies of intrigue and
gossip, and the colorful pageantry

of a Court to distract the toiling
mass of students from its humdrum existence.
The all-important choice of
monarch must be made with great
care. The king must epitomize all
the traits worshiped by the local
breed
of studentry and,
simultaneously, project an image
of
dignity,
wisdom, and
judiciousness, an exceedingly
difficult task. I am fortunate to
know just the man, my friend
Brandt. Brandt is a man'of overwhelming panache; he exudes an
air of confidence and dignity invaluable to the successful despot,
He possesses a mind of great
fertility and a tremendously forceful will redeemed by the admirable quality of mercy. He is
manly on the field of sport, in:
Con't on p. 5 •"

Interested In d New Kind
of
Campus Living Experience??

iving W / enter
A unique opportunity to become involved in multi-cultural activity: cuisine art* *tn ™ «., r,
has been made available by the Housing Office~and we want you to heln mSS,uI , ^ C r e s c e n t Street
available at Mathe- front desk-are due in the Housing Office, Hamiin by wSI 5 M R C H 3 1 P
" forms"
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superable in the hearts of women.
In keeping with the hallowed
traditions of Trinity, he is the
graduate of an esteemed
preparatory school. Vulgarly put,
he is the definition of cool.
Life at Trinity would be
enhanced beyond recognition by
the rule of so noble a rnan as
Brandt. His reign would begin with
a magnificent coronation in the
otherwise rarely used Chapel. In
further recognition of Trinity's
tradition of slavish Anglophilia,
Brandt would become the first-

member of the Pennsylvanian High Table to Mather would add a
dynasty. The ceremony would be "touch of elegance to the present
followed by a period of feasting as dining situation. Royal boxes at
would other important occasions Jessee Field and in Austin Arts
like the royal birthday, certainly a would of course be de rigeur. The
powerful attraction to monarchy lively public social atmosphere
for the present generation of invariably encouraged by royalty
students.
would be of inestimable value
The second floor of Northam Trinity's dismal public social life.
could be set aside to provide for
Intense competition to become a
royal accomodation; allowing the member of the Royal Household
ruler to use the ledge as a balcony would grow, satisfying this
upon which to receive the at- college's presently directionless
tentions of the throngs gathered on social climbers. Imagine the
the Long Walk. The addition of a prestige of being Master of the

Regal Topsiders, or the foul
weather opposite number, Keeper
of the Royal Bean-boots. The figure
of the student-prince born aioft by
sweating freshmen, clothed in
gorgeous blue robes bordered in
gold and trimmed with tiny golden
chickens, and accompanied by
admiring subjects would attract
multitudes of prospective applicants, thus allaying any concerns along those lines that the
College might harbor. Pause to
consider the number of contributions the nation's only legally

Music and Japanese
Culture: The Shakuhachi

Arts

The Trinity Asian Organization, the Music Dept., Intercultural
Studies, and the lecture committee is happy to announce the second
in a two part lecture/concert series. The Trinity community will
recall the successful Koto concert in February.
On Monday, March 1 the Shakuhachi will be described and
performed. It is a bamboo flute which is often associated with both
Zen and traditionalJapanese Music. The concert is at 7:00 p.m. at
70 Vernon St.

Threepenny Opera:
Three Days to Performance

by Jon Gomberg
Jonare
Gomberg
Twobvdays
left to preview,
three to performance. In one
breath everyone swears that they
aren't ready; in the next, it's the
best thing going. Between the
empty stage and what will happen
on Friday night have passed an
incredible amount of man-hours,
contributed by actors, designers,
carpenters,
electricians,
musicians, director, and stage
managers. The Three-Penny
Opera has been a huge undertaking, with a tremendous
amount of things to do, and a cast
and crew of over fifty people to do
them.
Let's start from the ground up,
with the main thrust of the play. As
in any play, a group of actors have
got something to say to an
audience, which they must make
the audience feel is worth listening
to. But The Three-Penny Opera is
communicating a particular idea

Dance

There will be a meeting of
the
Student
Dance
Organization
Thursday,
February 26 in Seabury 47 at
7:15.

to+S
it's audience, not by giving them«/
a vicarious experience as in most
fourth-wall voyeuristic theatre, but
by
entertaining,
cajoling,
reasoning with, and attacking the
audience. It has a purpose, and the
actor's and director's job is to see'
to it that this is carried out.
What goes on. the stage on
opening night is ultimately the
director's. Beginning early in
December, the Three-Penny
characters, the Great Depression
personnae,
the
Brechtian
caricatures are all his. The set,
the lights, the costumes, the acting, are ultimately the result of his
concept of the play.
Since the final dance performance on a clear, flat stage,
there has risen in Goodwin Theatre
an enormous set. The forestage is
now a thirteen foot jungle-gym of
scaffolding topped by a multi-level
wood deck. Surrounding the entire
playing area is a twenty foot high
brick and plaster wall, painted and
dyed until the designer achieved
the desired look of an abandoned
19th century opera house. There is
a stage balcony of steel spanning
with steel tower supports, covered
with wood, and then dyed, A false

autocratic college would attract.
Student absolutism, it seems to
me, would provide a sense of
purpose and order that is
altogether lacking presently. It
would offer bread and circuses to
the masses, gentility and
sophistication to the socially inclined, and the opportunity for
palace intrigue to the ambitious.
After all, wouldn't you rather eat
cake?

procenium arch faces the audience
painted in opera house style, and
like the walls, is distressed to
achieve a run-down appearance.
The building of this set was
probably the most technically
advanced achievement of the
Trinity theatre to date.
The lighting designer has hung
the lights, focussed each one, and
blended them until he thinks the
audience will see what he feels
should be seen, will miss what has
been hidden by clever lighting, and
will accept the play concept for
what he and the director feel it
should be.
Now it is time to bring on the
actors. After all the rehearsal time
put in since casting in early
January comes the time for the
dress rehearsal. Costuming for a
cast of twenty-five has run the
gamut from the sewing of twelve
identical ruffled shirts to the final
trimming of the costumes with
yards of-braid and over three
hundred hand-made buttons. "It's
the actors problem," is the standard line to be heard these days.
The actor's problem is two-fold.
How do you stay in character, do
the crazy bit the director just fed

Sitne*

delivered on campus
at special low rates

you, and walk down a precariously
narrow flight of stairs in spiked
heels, all at the same time?
It is almost impossible to conceive the amount of time and
organization that must go into
production of this scale. For the
major portion of this kind of work,
the director turns to the key man
on his staff, the stage manager. On
Ben Tabor falls the responsibility
of organizing over fifty people in as
many different positions. He must
co-ordinate cast and crew so that
actors who have come to rehearse
don't walk onto the stage and find it
crawling with carpenters. During
rehearsals he is responsible for
knowing who is supposed to move
every single piece of furniture or

|

249-0438

Itgoes toyour head

Study Abroad in Places Like

This wrlJ be an all-student
meeting, • No faculty or adYou are invited to a meeting on ministration members will be
study programs in Hispanic present. It will be a time of general
cultures to be held on Tuesday, 24 discussion, sharing of wine and
February 1976, at 7:00 p.m. in the cheese, and an opportunity lo get to
apartment of Megan Maguire, Apt. know about study in France and
B-3, 44 School Street (across the particular programs.
street from the Ferris Athletic
Center). Wine will be served, and
Austria
we will discuss study in Madrid,
Puerto Rico and Columbia. We
You are invited to a meeting on
welcome your questions and
study programs in Austria and
comments on study abroad.
Please note that this will be an Germanic cultures to be held on
all-student meeting. No faculty or Tuesday, 9 March 1976, at 7:00 p.m.
administration member will be in Alumni Lounge. We welcome
any and all questions and compresent.
Please call Megan Maguire at ments on study abroad.
Please note that this will be an
527-8623 if you have questions.
all-student meeting. No faculty or
France
administration member will be
If you would like to discuss present. ,
programs of study abroad in
France, please come to meet with
Britain
us, George Coe and Mary PenPlease come to a meeting in
niman, at 7:00 p.m. on Tuesday, 24
February 1976, in Alumni Lounge Alumni Lounge on Thursday,
of Mather Hall. We and others who February 26, at 7:00 p.m. if you'd
have studied in different programs like to discuss study in Great
in France will be present to discuss " Britain, particularly at the
our programs and study in France Universities of East Anglia,
in general with you. George Edinburgh and Durham, and also
studied in Paris (the Sweet Briar at the IES/London Semester
Program) last year and Mary Program. Also at the London
studied in Nantes (the Institute of School of Economics.
European Studies Program) for
Any and all questions are
fall term 1975. We expect others welcome. No faculty or adwho have been on other programs ministration member will be
to be with us also.
present.

Sp^
mm

BRANDE1S UNIVERSITY, THE JACOB HIATT INSTITUTE IN
ISRAEL Year Program, Fall Term oniy, or Spring Term only

Contact
' Steve Feid '
Trinity College Box 721
Hartford, Connecticut

prop at the change of each scene.
During performance he is
responsible for the precise timing
of every cue on the stage, from
lights, to curtains, to actors,
Two days to preview. The crew is
past all the building, all the
rehearsals, past the marathon
technical rehearsal when all the
preconceived technical bits and
pieces are fitted to all the
preconceived acting bits and
pieces by a great deal of coffee,
soda, cigarettes, and patience.
Three days before opening. No one
would dare admit to being ready,
that every last detail has been
perfected. But what happens in
Goodwin theatre on opening night
will be a finished product.
Thank you again, Maryann

Earn U credits for the semester
Juniors and seniors eligible
Applications now being accepted for Fall k.-.d Year programs, 1976-77:
due March 15. (No language requirement.)
t

Applications for Spring program due November
knowledge of Hebrew required.)
Financial aid available
Obtain information from;
The Jacob Hiatt Institute
Officeof International Programs
Brandeis University
Waltham, Mass. 02154

15. (Beg'nning
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Announcements
"Surrender?".

Tutoring
^ a n y youthful offenders between the ages of Hi and 21 need
support through friendship and
tutoring. Community Youth House
Inc. is just such a group home for
young men as an alternative to incarceration.
Three volunteers are needed to
tutor basic educational skills, two
of any four nights a week from 6:30
fo8 p.m., Monday through Friday.
One volunteer for general office
work, either days or evenings
would be appreciated three times a
week.
If you can give any of your time
and for further information please
contact Mr. Alfred Cooper at 2461649.

Baroque Concert
A Concert of Baroque Music for
Recorders will be presented
tonight by the Trinity Chamber
Players, "one of Trinity's finest
instrumental groups.
Included on the program will be
works'By Bach, Handel, Telemann
and Fasch, performed on recorders by Stan Ackert, Dr. William
Bowie and Joyce Erickson and
accompanied on cello and harpsichord by Janet Oochran and
Walter Lawn.
The concert, sponsored by the
Instrumental Music Program, will
take place in the chapel at 8:00
p.m. Admission is free; refreshments will be served following the
concert.

Do students surrender their
constitutional rights once they
enter school? Should schools be
permitted to issue detentions?
Inflict corporal punishment?
These and other issues will be
discussed in a symposium entitled
"Civil Rights of Students: Due
Process in the Schools" on Wed.,
March 3 at 2:30 in LSC Aud. The
speakers will include David Schinimel—Professor of Education at
UMass. and author of "Civil Rights
of Students," Tim Winslow—Dean
of Educational Services at Trinity
and former member of the
Glastonbury Board of Education.
Sponsored
by the Trinity
Education Dept. All students and
faculty welcome.

Dance Program
The Dance Program will sponsor
an Ethnic Dance Series beginning
March 2. The series will include a
variety of lecture demonstrations
and participatory workshops on a
broad cross-section of ethnic dance
forrns including African, MidEastern, Japanese and American
Indian.
The first lecture-workshop will
be given on Tuesday, March 2 at
7:00 in Seabury 47 by Juanita
Mathews former dancer with the
Olatunji Dance Workshop and
presently Administrative Assistant
for the Trinity College Upward
Bound Program. Ms. Mathews will
give a brief lecture on "Fanga",

Equity Debate

the Nigerian dance of welcome and
then teach the basic dance steps.
At 7:30 p.m. in the Alumni
Al Carter of the Artists Collective
in Hartford will accompany Ms. Lounge, the Political Science
Mathews on drums. He will also Department is sponsoring a debate
"Equity
or
Reverse
give a brief lecture on rhythmic on
patterns used in hand drumming. Discrimination—Should Race Be
A lecture-workshop on Belly Considered in the Admission
of Graduate and
Dancing will take place Thursday, Policies
March 4 at 7:00 in Seabury 47 given "ProfessionalSchools?" Moderator,
by Carole L'Acagliotti of Hartford. Samuel Hendel; pro and con, Dana
M. Faulkner, Marc. A. Pearlin,
Other events in the series include
a comparison of Noh and Kabuki and Robert A. Gibson. According
to Supreme Court justices "few
dance taught by Sachiyo Ito of New
York on Thursday, April 22 and a questions in recent history have
lecture-workshop on American stirred so much debate." The
Indian Dance taught on Thursday, College Community Is Invited.
April 29.

"Gold Diggers"

Marriage Films

Two films
films rai
on marnapp
marriage will
Turn
wi be
shown for the general public at
"Gold Diggers of 1933," the best
Elmcrest Psychiatric Institute this
of Busby Berkeley's surreal
week.
musicals, will be shown on WedTuesday, February 24, on film,
nesday, Feb. 25 at 4 p.m. in
Carl Rogers, one of the best known
Cinestudio, a s the American
practicing psychologists in the
Studies '30's Film Series wends on
country, will interview couples
its way through the cinematic
concerning the possibilities for
genres. Everybody is welcome,
persons as partners. Sponsored by
and it's free.
the Elmcrest Community Mental
Thanks.
Health Center and several Portland Churches, an opportunity for
small group discussions over
The Spanish Club will present coffee will follow the main film. A
another film by the great director, second film covering Dr. Rogers'
Bunel. It is one' of his Mexican recently published book on
marriage will also be shown.
films and is entitled, " L o s
Olvidados". The film will be shown
Thursday, February 26, Sheila
Wednesday February 25, at 7:30 Tobias, Associate Provost of
p.m. in Life Sciences Center Wesleyan University and a leading
Auditorium. AH are welcome!
Feminist in the nation, will be the
w»w

Spanish Film

discussion leader for A Doll's
House, the film presentation of
. Henrik Ibsen's classic play about
woman's search for individuality.
Jane Fonda and Trevor Howard
are the stars in this famous movie
portrayal of a confining marriage.
Both programs start at 7:30
p.m., in the Multi-purpose Room,
at Elmcrest Psychiatric Hospital,
at 25 Marlborough Street in Portland. Free parking is provided at
St. Mary's P a r k i n g Lot on
Marlborough Street, one half block
from the hospital. For further
information, call 342-0480.

Food Program
WIC is a free food program for
pregnant women, infants and
children who a r e certified as
eligible by health clinics in Hartford. For information, call the WIC
Program at 566-6882.

Room Deposit
Those who have applied to be
away for Christmas Term 1976 but
have not yet heard of their acceptance by <> April 1976 should
pay the $100 room deposit to Dean
Tilles' office on 6 April 1976 if one of
their alternatives for next fall is to
remain at Trinity and live oncampus. If a student has informed
the Office of Educational Services
by 15 April 1976 of his application to
be away for next fall (a reminder
will be sent by Dean Winslow),
then he can have his $100 deposit
refunded if he is accepted later.

Office of Educational Services
Barbibri Center
The Barbieri Center (Rome
Campus) will conduct its seventh
consecutive summer program
from June 10th through July 20th.
'•'.'ir further information contact
Professor Andrea Biarichini at Box

Applications for the Christmas
Term, 1976 at the Barbi»ri Center
may be secured from the Office of
Educational Services and must be
turned in on or before March 1,
1976.
Information session: Tues., 24
Feb. 1976, 7:15 p.m., Wean Lounge.

1374.

Library Hours
Monday-Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Friday, March 12
"Saturday, March 13
Sunday, March 14
Monday, March 15Friday, March 19
Saturday, March 20
Sunday-; March 21
Monday, March 22Friday, March 26
Saturday, March 27
Sunday, March 28
Monday, March 29
Friday, April 16
Saturday, April 17
Sunday, April 16
Monday, April 19

Trinity Term-1976
Regular Library Hours
Trinity College Library
8:30 a.m.-12 Midnight
9:30 a.m.-12 Midnight
12 Noon-12 Midnight

Watkinson Library
8:30a.m,-5p.m.
Closed
1 p.m.-5p.m.

Spring Vacation
8:30 a.m.-4;30 p.m.
10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Closed

8:30a.m.-4:30p.m.
Closed
Closed
8:30a.m.-4:30p.m.

8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
10 a.m.-5 p.m.
' Closed

Closed
Closed
8:30a.m.-4:30p.m.

8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Closed
Resume Regular Hours
Easter Week-end
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
9:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
12 Noon-12 Midnight
Resume Regular Hours

Closed
Closed
Resume Regular Hours

FOR SALE Simsbury, West-Vermont
iikesmall charming house amidst over &
ricres mountain woodland, nfrar
recreation center, skiing and reservoir
area. 30 minutes from Trinity. Private
access road around mountain. Suitable
(or hiking, horses-interior'of; house
completely wooded with fireplace-Lodge
liKe atmosphere. Priced in the 40's. 522/
W89, 651 3000. :
•
.:
,

BARRY LYNDON PG
rDOG

Several programs (focused on
national government, urban affairs, foreign policy, international
development,
science
and
technology, and economic policy)
are sponsored in Washington, D.C.
by The American University.
Trinity is a member of the group of
colleges which may nominate
students to participate in these
programs. Admission is not highly
competitive. Students interested in
participating in (or finding out
about) these programs for the
Christmas Term 1976 are urged to
consult with Dean Winslow no later
than 12 March 1976 (before Spring
Vacation begins). Applications will
be due right after Spring Vacation:
on March 1976.

UConn Credit
The Curriculum Committee of
the Faculty adopted, at its meeting
on 15 January ,1976, the following
policy regarding the acceptance of
credit earned through the
University
of Connecticut's

Closed
Closfid
Closed
Resume Regular Hours

GARAGE FOR RENT: Large space,
little bucks Write 1310 Tripod Box B2.
RIDE NEEDED: Boston, any weekend
Contact: Box 1310 Tripod Box F l .

D.C. Semester

DAYAFTERNOON R

Classified
IN AN EFFORT to better serve the Trinity College Community each
issue will now contain a classified ad section. All ad copy must be in
to the Tripod office by Saturday, noon, the week prior to publication
Cost? An unbelievably low 12 words for $1.00 or multiple thereof (24
words, $2.00), lot per word thereafter. What better way to get rid of
those unwanted textbooks, pieces of furniture, get transportation
etc??? Box #'s will be assigned if stamped, self-addressed envelope
is enclosed. Please note payment must accompany ad copy.

O N E , F L E W OVER T H E ]
CUCKOO'S NEST R
'.•.•."«W^%11

^SHERLOCK HOLMES
^SMARTER BROTHER P G I

Cooperative Program for Superior interview, review of the course
High School Students:
syllabus, review of textbooks,
1) a student may receive toward perusal of written materials
his degree requirements at Trinity produced by the student and/or a
as many as four course credits in qualifying examination. A brief
the University of Connecticut's note from the department chairCooperative Program in Con- man to the registrar shall be
necticut high schools. If a student sufficient for indicating approval.
has credit for more than 4 courses A department m a y , at its
on( a University of Connecticut discretion, give permission for a
transcript, he may choose which course it has approved to be used to
ones he will seek credit for at satisfy major requirements.
Trinity. No more than 4 course
credits will be given,
2) courses graded "A' 1 or " B "
will be eligible for credit a t Trinity.
Courses graded " C " or lower will
not be eligible,
Students interested in 1976-77 (or
3) a student's obtaining credit
toward degree requirements for either term) in Trinity's exchange
any course will require the ap- program with the University of
proval of the appropriate depart- Puerto Rico a r e requested to talk
ment at Trinity. It will be the with Professor Andrian and Dean
student's responsibility to contact Winslow.
the department chairman initially.
Each department may set its own
procedure for approving credit for
courses in the University of Connecticut's Cooperative Program,
and such procedure may include
PREMMFOR:
(but is not limited to) a personal

STUDENT CLASSIFIED ORDER FORM
Name:
Address: .
Tel. NO.: .
Ad Copy:

BEER KEGS

U. of P.R.
Exchange

* There IS a
difference!!!

W8CAT
DAT
LSAT
GRE
GMAT
OCAT
CPAT
VAT
SAT
FLEX
ECFMG

Ove' 35 yeais
•< expenence
and success
Voluminous home
study materials
Comses thai a'e
ronstarti'f updated"
Sman ••asses
Center
open days
evenings S
k
Complete tape
(acuities io<
reviews oi cfass
'4ssons and 'or use 4
o' supplementary
materials
Make-ups >oi
missed tesspns
at Our center

NATI MEa ros
DENTAL O S
L U L U N S :

MANHATTAN BKIYN. U NJ
4 Maior Ciltes in U S A

ALL BRANDS
ALWAYS COLD
ALWAYS IN STOCK
S P I D A I S ' S SINCE I<>W

(212)336-5300
1516)538-4555*

WE DELIVER f t '
Featuring Hartford's Finest
Selection of Imported & Domestic
Winas and Spirits - Minimum Prices. .

Payment Enclosed:

wrjttiin

Easl 16m Slrwt

#
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Sports
Raquetmen Routinize Rivals

by Bernard Boast

Whilst professors and students
were undergoing the rigorous week
of "independent study and
research"* some athletes were
busy as beavers beating Williams.
And it took the least effort since
Veg-a-matic.
Obviously we are talking here of
the varsity squash team, whose
record rests temporarily at fifteen
for the good guys and zip, zero,
nothing for the bad guys. If you are
wondering where the fourteenth
victory fits in, it came when
Amherst surrendered for the
second time after a volley of shots

screamed by, and they became
terrorized by the three-wall. Unfortunately we had one casualty,
Charlie Wilson, who claims he was
playing left-handed "just to give
the other guy a chance" but he
forgot to switch hands when he was
down two games to one.
Andy Vermilye played a very
lively game as his opponent played
dead. If I read the scoresheet
correctly, our up and coming
sophomore gave only seven points
to the sleeper the entire match.
And Andy Storch got a little mixed
up as he went for red instead of
green when he, bloodied the

Amherst man's chops.
But the win over Williams is the
one we were looking for. The way it
was accomplished was simple.
Keep eye on ball, bend knees, put
big welt in back of opponent's leg
and watch him jump around for a
while.
Dr. Owen had the best victory of
his life when he beat Giamattei
easily. With a steady barrage of
reverse corners and "let pleases"
he was on his way to a 3-1 win.
Charlie Stewart sliced and diced
Mr. Reinhardt in a speedy three
game rout.

Charlie Johnson extended his
Hobie Porter is looking more like
a wall every day as he is match to five games as he is wont
restructuring his body starting to do, but he pulled it out as he is
also likely to do.
with the flattening of the foot.
The final score was Trinity 6 and
Carl Torrey buzzed over his
Williams 3. And you can't beat that
opponent.
Blair Heppe beat the "We" out of with a stick.
Victory of the week goes to Andy
Werner.
Bill Ferguson maintains un- Vermilye who somehow defeated
defeated status and is perhaps the Carl Totorrius in the early rounds
baddest" number six player of the college tournament.
•Trinity has seen since Dave
*Printed without permission
Schirmer.
from one of Dr. Scheuch's classes.
Charlie Wilson was splendid for It refers humorously to Open
two games.
Period, and is good for a laugh at
Andy Storch was splendid for one least three times a semester.
game

Fencers
Foil
Judges

JVs Conquer
Central Community,
Cards, Queens

by Freddy Foil

by Edwin Lichtig III
The Trinity J.V. basketball
Bantams were unconquered in the
last two weeks as they reeled off
six straight victories. After a slow
start they have boomed their
record to a 9-6 slate.
They started their present
episode of romps against Central
Connecticut. After a rough
beginning Trinity picked up the
pace. It began to be a one sided ball
game, and after gaining a lead of
20 points towards the end of the
second half, the end was no longer
in question. The final score was 95-;

owned a winning overall record of
7-6. It was a sloppy, low scoring
game, but Trinity won because
theywere more aggressive.
George Smith snared eight
rebounds to lead the team as he
continued to do so the rest of the
week. He and Ken Sarnoff were the
high scorers as they had 14 and 24
respectively.
The game against Wesieyan was
another hard fought game, as it
had been in their previous meeting.
This time, though, Trinity had to
win in overtime. The, Cardinals,
who relegated a starting Varsity
This game featured six, Trinity player for a J.V. game, had a
players reaching double figures in., distinct size advantage. Neverscoring; Dave Whalen; Steve theless the scrappy Bantams, who
Krasker, John Bridge. Jat-K. were in the midst of a red hot
Thompson, George Smith, and Ken winning streak, did not lose their
Sarnoff.
... • "
poise. In the overtime the Bantams
, Against W.P.I, it was another simply pulled away to win 77-69.
story; This game required an
George Smith again was right in
overtime period to decide the there as he lead the team in ;
winners. At the half we lead by rebounding and tossed in 18 points.
eight only to be tied at 76 going into High scorer in the game was the
the overtime. It looked tough. man who continually leads in
W.P.I, was up by five with two assists, Steve Krasker.
minutes and a" few seconds
In our last game, played last
remaining. Then, after a Trinity Saturday
night, we won in an easy
score, Steve, Krasker, who has victory over
102-91. It was
stolen the ball so many times this the first timeQueen's
the
Bantams
hit the
year, did it again to push the 100 point plateau.
Bantams to within one. With
At the halftime Trinity lead 52seconds remaining W.P.I, threw up
a shot and missed, and Trinity had 32, aided by John Bridge's streak
to score. The team tossed it to Jack of 8 straight points at one point in
Thompson, our leading defensive the stanza. (He finished with 19 at
player, who swished through a the end of the half.) Another team
running jumper from the side of high was produced by George
the key. Time ran out and we won. Smith, who had a tremendous tally
of 17 rebounds. When the game
Steve Krasker again upped his finally ended the game's high
assist tallies with a team high of 11 scorer was super-sub Dave Whalen
to add to the ten points he scored in who has now moved into the
the game.
"•
. » starting line-up. Dave also played
Against Greater / Hartford well off the boards'as he grabbed 10
Community College, Trinity struck rebounds.
again. In the words of a Paul
Coach Mike Darr has got to be
Pieszak it was a "blow me out". happy with his team's perAfter Coach Mike-Darr was ejected formance. Coach Darr has done a
for use of forked tongue the other fine job of bringing a depressed
team made a slight comeback, but team of 2-6 back to a fine winning
itD failed. The game was highlighted record.
.v Ken Sarnoff as he tossed in a
Our next home game is against
team high of 32 points and lead the Coast Guard, this Thursday at six.
team in rebounds. George Smith
and Steve Krasker also tossed in 15
Points apiece and both fulfilled
their personal responsibilities of
rebounding
and
assists,i
'respectively,)'
Trinity was to face Manchester
Write or call for your copy of our
Community College after) a
latest catal^gt^oi-^over 5,000 reweekend break and again they
search swflies: These studies are
were victorious as they finally
designed to HELP YOU IN THE

RESEARCH

PREPARATION of:
/ : '• Research Papers
•i Essays
• • Case Studies
j* Speeches
• BooA flewews

wwm
;

:

arf^:.-;i; .l::.i>:-; ':::;;
:: 6CJ'oay advance, payment requiWC. •

.
|ee;8Ob325i86
n-.Travel Charters

We ALSO'DO ..CUSTOM WRITING

f
'•:••. .
•• :•:. •'

MINUTE RESEARCH
1 3 6 0 Nl S a n d b u r g . # 1 6 0 2 .
: ;:
•'Chicago. Illinois 60610
.'.• ' . '

312-337-2704

._

photo by Howard Lombard

Sue Levin edges three Brown opponents and gains control
of the ball for the Bants. The women's record stands at 6-3
with two games remaining to be played this week.

On February 10 the Trinity
fencing team defeated Brandeis by
an extremely close score of 15-13.
The meet was very similar to last
year's, when the Bantam fencers
won by a mere point. This year, the
score was tied going into the third
and final round. Epee fencer
Richard Elliott clinched the victory for the team by winning the
second to the last bout, 3-5. This
was followed by Rich Dubiel's only
loss of 1the day, as he fell to
Brandeis number one man. Cocaptains Lucien Rucci and
Laurence Glassman combined for
live undefeated bouts in the JSpee
round. Dave Weisenfeld, fencing in
the number one saber spot, won
two out of three of his bouts, losing
only on a very close decision.
Howard Cropsey also joined the
ranks of the match's unbeaten elite
by posting a 3-0 record against the
Judges.

ABC
PIZZA HOUSE
( A C R O S S F R O M TRINITY COLLEGE)
287 NEW BRITAIN AVENUE - HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
Richard Staron, Prop.

• DELICIOUS PIZZA
• HOT OVEN GRINDERS
• ROAST BEEF GRINDERS
•SPAGHETTI
Phone 247-0234
CALL WHEN YOU LEAVE AND YOUR
PIZ1A WILL BE READY WHEN YOU ARRIVE
BUY 4 PIZZAS - ANY SIZE - GET THE 5th ONE FREE
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Hoopsters Expecting Tournament Berth
by Jeff McPhee
Trinity's chances f or an E .C. A.C.
Division III playoff spot were
enhanced during the past two
weeks as the Bantams upped iheir
sparkling record to 14-3 with
victories over W.P.I. 75-64, Kings
Point 84-68, Bowdoin 87-84 (OT),
Wesleyan 94-84 and Queens 92-72;
their only loss coming at the hands
of a strong Union quintet, 104-79.
The loss marked the end of the
Bants' 12 game winning streak, the
longest in Trinity basketball
history.
Two weeks ago today Trinity ran
its win skein to nine as they
defeated the W.P.I. Engineers at
the Ferris Athletic Center. Senior
co-captain Wayne Sokolosky led
the Trinity scorers with 20 points
and was one of four players in
double figures. Great individual
efforts were turned in by
sophomores Brent Cawelti and
Larry Wells. Cawelti grabbed 13
rebounds, blocked seven shots and

netted 12 points. Larry "the Flea"
Wells displayed outstanding
ballhandling and fine shooting as
he also hit for 12 points. Othar
Burks contributed 14 points for the
Bantams.
Thursday evening saw the "Gold
Dust Twins", Othar Burks and
Wayne Sokolosky tally 28 and 17
points respectively to lead Trinity
over Kings Point. It was a
lacklustre performance by both
squads with a total of 53 personal
fouls committed. Cawelti played
another superb game snagging 13
rebounds while teammate Wells
finished the night with 13 points,
four steals and four assists.
_The Polar Bears of Bowdoin
proved battlers as they played a
fine game only to be edged by the
Bantams in overtime. Burks, and
Sokolosky combined for 46 points
while cohorts Cawelti and Mike
Mistretta totaled 30 rebounds to

FOR THE
RECORD
Wayne Sokolosky's 26 points
against Bowdoin gave him a
career total of 1228 points,
surpassing Howard Greenblatt's career total of 1214
points to become the second
highest scorer in Trinity
history. Othar Burk's conversion of two technical fouls
against Wesleyan enabled him
to be only the seventh player in
Trinity history to crack past
the 1000 point markers. Also
this is the first time in Trinity
history that two 1000 point
players have been active on the
same team. Wayne Sokolosky
broke the 1000 point mark last
year as a junior.

.,
give Trinity its slim margin of
victory. The Bantam cagers again
placed four players in double
figures with Cawelti hitting for 15
points and Mistretta turning in his
finest effort of the season with 14
points and 16 caroms.
The Wesleyan Cardinals entered
the Ferris Athletic Center on
Tuesday with the thought of an

upset on their minds. With the
Hilltoppers playing a poor first half
it seemed possible, for the Varsity
cagers had only forged a one point
-•437-36) lead in the first twenty
minutes of play. But Trinity went
on a 21-6 tear at the outset of the
first half to put the game out of the
reach of the visiting Cards with 12
minutes remaining. Trinity
continued its balanced scoring
attack as 4 men scored in double
figures. RedJiot Sokolosky led the
Bantams with 24 points while
Cawelti added 18, Burks 14 and
Mistretta 10. Cawelti pulled down
13 rebounds and Mistretta and Pete
Switchenko combined for 21 more
caroms to give the Bantams a 54-40
advantage on the boards.
Everything seemed to be
working smoothly for the 13-2
varsity hoopsters who had won in
12 straight outings. Something had
to go and it did. Nothing seemed to
go right for the Bants last Thursday night as the Union Dutchmen
humiliated them 104-79 in Union's
Memorial Field House before a
large and extremely vocal crowd.
Costly turnovers and poor officiating hurt our hoopsters as the
Dutchmen quickly ran up a 20
points (53-33) halftime lead.
Trinity was unable to mount an
effective threat as the Bants could
close the gap to no less than 16,
apparently due to "homer" officials. Sokolosky and Cawelti led
the Trinity scorers with 19 points
apiece while Burks netted 18 for

the now 13-3 losers. The varsitv
cagers extended their thanks to all
those people who travelled from
Hartford to support the team.
Trinity got back on the winning
track as they defeated a poor
Q"eens squad 92-72 at Ferris on
Saturday afternoon before a
minute crowd of about 200 fans.
The Bants showed no mercy in
making Queens their thirteenth
victim in the last fourteen games.
With Queens ahead 10-8, Trinity
scored 12 unanswered points to
take a commanding ten point leaW
which
the
cagers
never
relinquished. At the outset of the
second half, the Bantams outscored the visitors 21-4 to widen
their lead to 26 with 13:36 to play in
the contest. Coach Robie Shults
"substituted freely with 11 men
seeing action and 10 of them putting points on the board. Senior cocaptain Steven Haydasz, sidelined
most of the, season with a leg injury, saw his most extensive' play
to date scoring 4 points by hitting
both of his attempts from the floor,
"The Gold Dust Twins", Sokolosky
and Burks, poured in 25 and 22
points respectively -to lead the
Bantams in the scoring category.
Also hitting in double figures were
Mistretta and Cawelti as they
added 14 and 13 points. Cawelti also
snagged 13 caroms while Switchenko. (11) and Mistretta (10)
added to Trinity's unbelievable
total of 65 rebounds to a mere 25 for
Queens.

Bow to SCSC Eph Men

Wrestlers Whip Western

photo by Howard Lombard

Trinity's Mike Mistretta squeezes by 2 Bowdoin opponents
fora clutch two points. Mistretta was instrumental in leading
the Bantams to a 87-84 OT victory over the Polar Bears.

bv Kned Kneepad
While many Trinity students
were traveling home last Satur. day, Trinity's wrestlers were
traveling to Springfield to face the
grapplers of Western New England
College. Having suffered four
consecutive defeats, the last of the
four being to Southern Connecticut
College
just
three
days
beforehand, the Bantam wrestlers
were eager for victory,
Chip Meyers started things off
for the Bants by quickly disposing
of his opponent. In the following
bout- the zebra robbed Mike
Sapuppo of two points midway
through -the match, and as a
consequence "The Soup" lost a
one-point heart-breaker. It was the
142 lb. bout, however, that supplied
the sell-out crowd with the day's
most exciting match. This match
pitted Trinity's" Phil Meister
against W.N.E.C.'s Marvin
Flounder. Phil, who previous to
this match had not won even one
bout, treated the crowd to some
spectacular wrestling as he
humiliated the hapless Flounder.
In the 150 lb. bout, Nick Benson

defeated W.N.E.C.'s Leo Zapki by
a score of 15-2. In the next bout
Scott Goddin gave further impetus
to Trinity's rapidly growjng
momentum by defeating., his opponent by the score of 7-4. From
this point on the match became a
laugher as Chris Mosca, Mike
O'Hare, and Dave Coratti all
coasted to easy victories, the latter
two wrestlers pinning their opponents. With the team victory
thus insured, Coach Taylor decided

to give Heavyweight Barry Dorfman a rest and the day's final bout
was forfeited to W.N.E.C's 350 lb.
Harry Elaphonte.
The following Saturday, the Eph
men from Williams arrived at
Trinity for the season's final dual
meet and, by virtue of their strong
middle weight classes, managed to
win 27-21. Both Chip Meyers and
Dave Coratti wrestled well for the
Bants en route to their respective
victories.

Squashettes Shine at YALE
by Yellow Rose of Texas

orange and black pom-poms on her
opponent's heels.
For-the fourth consecutive year
Wednesday brought Smith to
the squashettes from Trinity have Trinity and a 7-0 victory for the
handily defeated any teams the Trinity super squashettes. Once
Howe Cup Tournament could again Cackie Bostwick played
throw at them (on Friday and number 1 for Trinity, followed by
Saturday), only to fall To Princeton Tinker Bell, (who has changed her
(on Sunday.) Trinity took strong A name to Liberty'in honor of the
and B teams to the three day bicentennial), Ellen Kelly, Beth
marathon at Yale,
Dean, Tracey Wilson, Carol
The A Team, comprised of Monaghan and Barb Fischer.
Cackie Bostwick, Marion DeWitt, Missing from Wednesday's line-up
Sophie Bell, Ellen Kelly and Nina were Marion DeWitt, who was
McLean competed with thirteen nursing a pair of shin splints, and
other teams, beating most of them Nina McLean, who fell victim to
5-0. The exceptions were Penn, the plague and moved to the inwhom they beat 4-1, a squeeker firmary for an extra dose of duoagainst Yale 3-2, and of course, duacin.
Vassar had no better luck
Princeton, who must put more than
tigers in their girl's tanks, to beat against Trinity on Friday. Cackie
Aztec-2 stepped her way to victory
Trinity 5-0.
followed by Marion DeWitt who
The B team manned by Carol returned to hold down the number
Monaghan, Tracey Wilson and two spot. The Liberty Bell took
Barb Fischer competed with nine advantage of a cold court to deliver
teams, losing only to Princeton 2-1. several "no bounce" serves to a
Trinity's only win against Prin- bewildered opponent, while Ellen
ceton came from Carol Monaghan Kelly gave her opponent a thrill by
who-refused to be distracted by the taking her to extra points. Beth

Dean (on leave from the University of Texas) Tracey Wilson, and
Carol Monaghan had no mercy on
their opponents making the final
score 7-0 for Trinity.
If the women can follow the
excellent example set by the men's
team and beat Yale after Open
Period, they should be looking
towards an undefeated season. The
last home match u on Wednesday
against Brown. Be there. A-lo-ha.

photo by Mitch Gandelman
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opponent pleads for mercy, only to become
' 8* victim in a recent match against

Bantam s

